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NOUN

per·spec·tive
[pÉ™rËˆspektiv]

1. the art of drawing solid objects on a two-dimensional surface so as to give the right
impression of their height, width, depth, and position in relation to each other when
viewed from a particular point.See also linear perspective and aerial perspective.
"a perspective drawing"

a picture drawn in perspective, especially one appearing to enlarge or extend the
actual space, or to give the effect of distance.

a view or prospect.
synonyms: view · vista · panorama · prospect · [more]

2. a particular attitude toward or way of regarding something; a point of view.
"most guidebook history is written from the editor's perspective"
synonyms: outlook · view · viewpoint · point of view · standpoint · [more]

3. an apparent spatial distribution in perceived sound.
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Perspective | Define Perspective at Dictionary.com
www.dictionary.com/browse/perspective
Compare aerial perspective, linear perspective. a picture employing this technique,
especially one in which it is prominent: an architect's perspective of a house. a visible â€¦

Perspective | Definition of Perspective by Merriam-
Webster
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/perspective
Today, perspective is used much like standpoint. Just as standpoint once used to mean
simply the physical place where you stand but today also means the way you "see"
things as a result of who you are and what you do, the same could be â€¦

perspective - Dictionary Definition : Vocabulary.com
https://www.vocabulary.com/dictionary/perspective
If you observe the world from a dog's perspective, you see through the dog's eyes. In
drawing, perspective gives your drawing the appearance of depth or distance. If we say
someone "has perspective," we mean she has a sensible outlook on life.

Perspective definition and meaning | Collins English ...
https://www.collinsdictionary.com/dictionary/english/perspective
Perspective definition: A particular perspective is a particular way of thinking about
something, especially one... | Meaning, pronunciation, translations and examples

Perspectives - definition of Perspectives by The Free ...
www.thefreedictionary.com/Perspectives
Define Perspectives. Perspectives synonyms, Perspectives pronunciation, Perspectives
translation, English dictionary definition of Perspectives. n. 1. a. A view or vista. b. A
mental view or outlook: "It is useful occasionally to look at the past to gain a perspective
on the present" . 2.

What does perspective mean? - Definitions.net
https://www.definitions.net/definition/perspective
Definition of perspective in the Definitions.net dictionary. Meaning of perspective.
What does perspective mean? Information and translations of perspective in the most
comprehensive dictionary definitions resource on the web.

perspective | Definition of perspective in English by ...
https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/perspective
Definition of perspective - the art of representing three-dimensional objects on a two-
dimensional surface so as to give the right impression of their height,

Perspective | definition of perspective by Medical â€¦
https://medical-dictionary.thefreedictionary.com/perspective
perspective Decision-making The vantage for cost-effectiveness analysis, which affects
the types of costs included in a study perspective One of the cues to perception of the
third dimension induced by a graphic representation on a plane, as in a drawing, or as a
monocular cue, such as aerial perspective or linear perspective. (Fig. P8). See depth ...

Perspective dictionary definition | perspective defined
www.yourdictionary.com/perspective
of perspective; drawn in perspective · the art of picturing objects or a scene in such a
way, e.g., by converging lines (linear perspective), as to show them as they appear to
the eye with reference to relative distance or depth; the appearance of objects or scenes
as determined by their relative distance and positions the effect of relative distance ...

Perspective Synonyms, Perspective Antonyms | â€¦
www.thesaurus.com/browse/perspective
The figurative meaning "mental outlook over time" is first recorded 1762. Example
Sentences for perspective Something had happened in Lilac Valley that had changed his
perspective.

Perspective - Definition for English-Language Learners ...
www.learnersdictionary.com/definition/perspective
Definition of perspective written for English Language Learners from the Merriam-
Webster Learner's Dictionary with audio pronunciations, usage examples, and
count/noncount noun labels.
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